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1. INTRODUCTION 

The deaiqo of undulator ~a9neta is receiving considerable attention 

at a number of laboratories with electron storage rings, including 

Daresbury. These devicl!iG in general have a larger number of polee, 

uhorter magnetic period and emaller magnetic field compared with wiggler 

~agnets and can produce a line spectrum of radiation unlike the continuous 

speetr~ generated in both conventional bending magneto and wigglers. 

tree electron laser {f'EL) experiments are being carried out or havs been 

proposed in a number of countries and a periodic maqnet is also the basis 

of thQse devices. 

MOst initial work on periodic magnets{1-3) concentrated on electro

magnets with plane geometry or on the alternative helical geometry employ

inq superoonducting windings. but more recently the use of rare earth 

cobalt (REC) pertDanent magnete has been considQred. A permanent magnet 

undulator has already been built and operated on the SPEAR storage ring at 

Stanford(~l and similar development work is being undertaken at Brookhaven 

and Qrsa:i.. Free electron las~ experiments employing a permanent lMlJRot 

system have been initiated at Novosibirsk and are under construction at 

several laboratories in the USA~ 

In a previous report(5) it was shown that the properties of rare 

earth cobalt lead to a particularly simple mAthema~ical description invol

ving only ourface CUU(,mt31 and a computer prQ(JriW, PHOJD. for carrying 

out three-dimensional field calculations with ~riodic maqnets was dea~ 

cribed. Althou9h preliminary quide~linea cftn be established on the basis 

of a simple formula wbich aUl.a'l\es infinite m'1lI900t width (La. 20 geomstry), 

such a 30 program is necessary in order to produce a final optimised 

ma9net desiqn. In this report the factors influencin9 the design of a 
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periodic permanent magnet are first discussed and then the results of 

computations using PHU3D are presented for a range of realistic magnet 

geometries. In particular ths effects of changing the magnet gap, block 

height and period on the required block width are discussed. Flnaliy a 

novel msthod of iMproving the field quality of such magnets using shims Is 

deseribed. 

2. DESIGN CRITERIA 

The choice of magnet parameters is influenced mainly by the required 

spectral properties - output wavelen9th. tuning range, number of harmonics 

and their relative intensity - but in addition a number of other factors 

have to b~ taksn into account in the design~ namely the properties of the 

available types of REC material, end effects an~ the practical limitationa 

on the maqnet dimensions (not least, cost). 

2.1 Ths Influence of Ma9n~t Parameters on the Spectral Propertiss 

Field amp!itude 

Fiqure 1 shows one period of a. plane perio~ic malJRst composed of two 

separate arrays of ma9netiaed blocks. For an infinItely wide ma9net a 

simpls expression for the vertical component of Ma9netic field can be 

derived analytically. 

By .. Bo coa{kz) cosb(ky) 11) 

Where the field amplituda is given by(G), 

B .. 2B Sinll/H C1 _ e:·kh) e -k9/2 (2 )
or'll/fit 

with k - 2l1/1 ." '" magnet period 
h - heigRt 09. blocks 
q .. total gap between arrays of blocks 
H ... number of bloclts per period 
B ... remanent field of the material 

r 

In this report only the component By will be considered} this i8 the only 
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component in the median plane and is the one which determines the major 

feAtures of the electron trajectories_ 1n a complete three~dimensional 

treatment a further parameter, the ~9net width w, must be included and it 

will be seen that this also affects the field ~plitude. 

The radiation produced by an undulator (usually called spontaneous 

r.d~ation in the case of a FEL) consists of a series of ha~ics with 

wa....elengths given byt 

~i • .1:~ €1 + K:2/2) (3) 

~ 2y2 

lo'here ~ harmonic nt_ber 

y ... relativistic factor 

The dimensionless parameter K is given by, 

K ,.. 93.4 ~ B (~o in m, Do in T) (')
00 

this factor not only influences the output wavslGngth but also alters the 

quality of the spectrum in te~ of the numbor of harmonics and their rel

ati....e intensity. ThUB all ma9net par~eters are important in determining' 

the nature of the radiation produced by the de....ice. With a 9iven perman

ent maqnet the output wavelenqth can be tuned only by varying' the magnet 

qap. but this al90 changes the K value. The amount of tuning required may 

be one of the cri~eria which influences the desiqn. 

Field h~geneity 

The linewidth of the radiation may be important for cartain applica

tions. The natural linewidth (width of each harmonic) is gi....en byl 

A~ 1 (5)
l~ • iii 

where N is the number of magnet perlQds. Thie ie the minimum pO~slble 

linewidth. 1n addition there is broadening caused for example by the 

....ariation of magnetic field over the finite cros&-sectional area of the 

1 

electron beaml 

A~ K' <Ill 

-r "(1+x2 /2) B (s) 


o 

If the electron beam source is a linac, as it may be for a EEL experiment, 

the transverse dimensions of the beam are relatively larqe and roughly 

equal and eo broadening duo to the field variation in both K and y direc

tions (see fi~.t) must be taken into account. In an electron storaqc rinq 

the ....ertieal beam sl~ is usually small but in the horizontal plane it may 

be a1g'niUeant. 

It follows from ego. (1) that the field close to the co-ordinate 

oriqin can be approximated by a quadratic variation in both y and z direc

tions. 1bis May be extended to three d~nsions by use of the followinq 

general expression whiCh can be obtained from Maxwell's Equations= 

VZ B ... 0 (7 ) 
y 

It follows therefore that the field can be expressed as followat 

8 ... I (1 - a )(2)(1 + a y2)(1 - a %2) (S,
yo. y z 

in which the coefficients ax' a • a are all poeitive. Equation (7) then 
y z 

meane that, 

."a""8"0 (91
y x • 

In the 20 ease a .. 0 and fran eqn.(1) a 00: a '" O.5(2n/>' ,2. assuming a 
K y z: 0 

purely sin\lSoidal field variation along the IS axie. 1n 3D all magnet par

amet~s playa 'part in determininq the relative eizee of the three quadra

tie eoefficienta and hence the amount of line bruadeninq that will occur. 

2.2 Ma9net Dimensions 

The ma1n restrictions on the overall dimsnsions of the tna9net ars the 

len9th, which affects the choice of ~o and N. and the 9ap. Often a ma9net 

wUl be required to operate at the minimum 9ap that wUl eontairt the elec

tron beam ....acuum ....essel and in the case of a FEL perhaps also the output 
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radiation mode. 1ft the future magnets may be 4eei9ned with the permanent 

l1Ia9net blocks inside the vacUUI'Il vessel, and in this case the block hei9ht 

snd width will be critical parameterB. 

2:.3 	 Cost and properties of Available R&:l Mft.terial 

In an~ design it will be desirable to minimise the cost of the 

material, whlch increaseB in proportion to the total volume required and 

more rapidly with the val~ of the remanent field (which for REC will be 

in the range 0.85-1.05 T). A reduction in remanent field will cause a 

proportionate change in the field at every point which may have to be 

offset by a much more costly vol'l1ll\El increase. dependin9 on the particular 

dos19n. It follows fr~ e~.(2:) that the magnet gap anoUld be kept as 

small as possible in order that the remanent field and block hei9ht 

required to achieve a 9iven 8 value (i.e. K value for gIven Ao' can be 
0 

minimised. '!be Ola9net block width will be determined largely by thl!l 

requirement for a given field homogeneity. 

It is difficult to produce blocks eh'llqtll!ltised along thl!l dia9'Onal of a 

side face aa required for example if there are 8 blocks per period (M-8), 

and ao all prO$ent designe are bAaed on Ha 4. Normal manufacturing toler

anees produce blocks with a variation in the remanent field of t 5\ but 

this may be reduced at a coat by a eehction process. The sffect of thie 

variation on the properties of the radiation hae yet to receive detailed 

investigation but clearly it will modify the performaneey 

2.4 	 End E.f feet. 

The net deflection of an eiectron beam paseing through tho magnet 

must be zero and &0 the ends of the ma9net ~uet be designed appropriately_ 

In the Stanford design(4) rotatable end blocke are used but an alternative 

scheme is to use blocke of half the nonnal len('jth at the ends which 
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aut~tically guarAntees A zero field integral, this will be described in 

datail in a bter report. some fOOl of compensation coil will alao be 

required for correction of Any 8mell residual errore. 

3. RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS USING PHU]D 

The deBign which will be concentrated on hee the following pare

metere, 

period 1o - 80 J:Il!n 


gap g 25 ... 

block height h 20 .... 

block width w 80 ... 


The effect of changee in each of these parameters On the field amplitude 

and nomQgeneity will be considered in section ].1. The results of 

preliminary inveetiqations of a sh~iR9 technique are presented in the 

following section. In tho final aection the effect of having very large 

ml!('jnet periOds on the lon('jitudinal (i.e. along tt.e % ads) diatribution of 

field ia considerl!ld~ 

The fiold in the centre (z~O) of a periOdic N#gnot ia influenced by 

tha total number of blocks in the magnet. ComputfttioR6 ahow that in 

practice only small changea are produced by addIng further blocks when 

there are at least 1.5 periods on either side of the centre. In order to 

ensure thftt the results obtained are not influencad by the finite length 

of the magnet a sufficiently large numbar of blocks have baen included in 

all computations reported here. 

3.1 	 Field Amplitude and Homogeneity 

Figure 2 ahows the qariation in 8 with magnet width for the atandard0 

gel'.1t1l&try and it can be seen that it approaches ths value predicted by 

eqn.(2) in the limit of large width. At w d 80 WIPI the field ia within 2\ 

of the value for infinite width. 
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In figs~3, 4 and 5 the variation of Do with period. gap and block 

height ia shown for widths of 201 40 and 80 mm together with the result 

for infinite width from eqn.(2)~ It can b. &een that all dimensions 

affect the field amplitude with the most rapid variation occurring in each 

ease when the dimension is smallest. In each figure the form of the 

curves for both finite and infinite width is similar and it appears that 

there i$ roughly a constant factor bet~en the two. Figures 6, 7 and 8 

~xamine this in more detail by showing B /8 twhere &2D is the result of 
o 2D 

eqn.(2), as a function of width at various periods, qaps and block 

heights. COmparison of those results shows clearly that thers are 3D 

effecte dependent on all Magnet diMensions but that the effect of finite 

block width is predominant. 

Figure 9 showe tho field homogeneity in the ~ direction defined by 

B(x) ... 
~h) 

·0 
for various magnet widths, with the standard geometry. It can be Been 

that in general the field quality is very poort this is because there 1s 

no iron to shape the field distribution. ·As a result relatively larqe 

widths are required to meet fairlY,modest homogeneity requirements. FOr 

exampie, to achieve better than 1\ homogeneity over t 10 mm would require 

B width of eo Mm. 

Figures 10, 11 and 12 show that changes in period, qap and block 

l~ight ail alter the transverse field distribution, the latter having the 

smaliest effect. It can be seen that the homogeneity becomeS worse as 

each of these dtmenaiono inereases~ 

Figures 13 to 16 give the oorreaponding resUlts for the homogeneity 

in the y directiou which is much worse than in the K direction. Figure 13 

1 
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showS th«t increa!llinq the nta9net width improves the homogeneity but that a 

limit is reached at large widths, and fi9.14 shows that this depends 

strongly on magnet period. These results are in aqreement with the gener

al conclusions of section 2.1. Figures 15 and 16 demonetrate that varia

tions of gap and bloek height have e fIillaller effect: and t:hat the hom0gene

tty Is worse fo~ large gaps and heights a8 it: is also in the ~ direetion 

(aee fiqs.l1 and 12). 

Figures 11 and 18 give the field homogeneity as a function of x and y 

reepectively for the standard geometry together with the quadratic varia

tion predicted by eqn~(a)~ where ax and a are calculated for small x and 
y 

y. It can be seen that a quad:rati~ function is a good approximation to 

the true field distribution aver 8 considerable fraction of the magnet 

width and gap. ~ coefficients ax and a may therefore be u~ed as a y 

meaaure of the field homogeneity over the beam cXOGS-Gection# provided 

this is not too hrge cOlllpared ..,ith the magnet aperture. Figure 19 shows 

how these coefficients vary as a function of magnet width for the standard 

geometry. It can be seen that in the limit of large width ax becomes very 

small and a i~ approximately equal to a ' and these are close to the y z 

result of the emple model, a .. 0.5 (211/), ) 2, shown dotted. As the width 
y 0 

decreases a~ staya roughly constant with the reQDlt that ax and Ay differ 

by a constant amount. As expected a is always ttle largest terms the 
y 

homogeneity is worst in the y direction. 

In figure 20 the results for a and a as a fUnction of A are pres
• y 0 

ented at two widths. w - 20 and w ~ 100. !he dotted line is again the 

simple model. It can be seen that at the larger width the var laUon of a y 

is in good agreement with the s~pIe model. '(he Variation of a is not;• 
shown since for bot:h widths the curve lies very close to ttlat of 8 at 

y 

a 
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w ~ 100. The coefficient ax does not vary greatly with period and so 

there is almost a constant difference between the two curves for a y 

Figures 21 and 22 are similar graphs of the variation with gap and block 

height. There is aignificant variation of ax and a with gap but much y 

less with block height, particularly above h a 20 mm. 

3.2 	 Use of Shime 

one of the major factors which determines the cost of a permanent 

magnet undulator is the block width since in general it has to be much 

greater than the required good field aperture. It is therefore advantage

ous to use a field shaping technique to improve the field quality and so 

to allow the block width to be decreased. Figure 23 shows that the homo

geneity in the x di~ection can be improved with the sort of shim u~ed in a 

conventional dipole electromagnet. CUrves 1-4 are for a constant shim 

width of 10 mm but different shim heights chosen to optimise the field 

uniformity over ± 20 mm. The geometry is otherwise the standard one with 

s width of 60 mm. The field homogeneity for widths of 60 mm and 100 mm 

without shims is shown for comparison. It can be seen that the use of a 

suitable shim allows the fisld uniformity requirement to be met with sub

stantially reduced block width. AB might be expected such field correc

tion depends critically on the shim height 90 that the dimensional toler

ances in block manufacture need to be as good as ± 0.1 mm. 

The effect of changing the magnet gap on the performance of a shim is 

shown in fig.24. In this example the block width and shim width have been 

increased to 8U mm and 15 mm respectively and the different curves refer 

to gaps in the range 42-56 mm for a fixed shim height of 3.7 mm, the 

associated field amplitude is reduced from 0.19T to 0.11T. It can be seen 

that the field homogeneity changes significantly with magnet gap but 
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nevertheless it should be poseible to design a shim to meet a particular 

field uniformity requirement for a range of gaps, provided' the variation 

required is not too great. 

3.3 	 Large Hagnet Periods 

Equation 2 shows that the field amplitude increases monotonicaily as 

the gap decreases or the block height increases but the function Bo(~o) 

is more complicated and in fact goes through a maximum atr 

2'11 hlq (10)~o/g .. tnt 1+2h/g) 

Figure 25 shows Bo as a function of ~o for widths of 20 mm and 80 mm. 

These curves are similar in shape to the 20 result which is also shown and 

have a maximum at about the same value, given by eqn.(10) as ~o/g ~ 5.26. 

However the value of Bo is not of direct interest, rather a particuiar K 

value will be specified, and furthermore in most applications ~o/g will be 

restricted to smaller values (typically 1.5-3.0). 

At large values of ~o the field distribution along the axis of the 

magnet becomes non-sinusoidal as demonstrated in fig.26 which shows B(z) 

over a complete magnet period for Ao of 100 mm, 200 mm and 400 mm. It can 

be seen that for periods greater than 100 mm in this case the field be 

comes increasingly rich in harmonics. The effect of this on the radiation 

spectrmn has not yet been investigated but it is certain that the power in 

the fundamental will be reduced at the expense of the higher harmonics. 

Further study will be required before the results can be generalised to 

include variations in gap, block height and width. 

4. CONCLUS IONS 

Three dimensional field calculations have confirmed that all magnet 

dimensions affect ths performance and must therefore be carefully chosen 
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for an optimum design" 'lbe effect of finite width modifies the results of 

the 20 analytic formula for Do in a non-trivial way. It has been shown I. 

that the field inhomogeneity in one direction {ayl is always greater than 2. 

that in the perpendicular direction (ax' by an amount approximately equal 1. 

to O.5(2tt/A )2. As the width of the magnet increases a approaches this 
Q y 4. 

limiting value and ax approaches zero. Thus in the case of a ribbon-like 
5. 

electron beam the larger beam d~en.ion ebould correspond with the x dir 
6. 

action In order to minimise the resulting line broadening. For a Circular 

cross section beam a fundamElntal limitation exists on the: homoqeneity that 

can be achieved which depends on the mluJnet period, as noted in a previous 

report on periodic electromagnets(3). Both the magnet gap and block 

height can also have an appreciable effect on the field amplitude and ths 

homogeneity in both planes, depending on the parameter range of interest 

in a par ticular design. 

The technique of addin9 shims to improve field quality looks promis

ing in principle I however a serious drawback could be the extra oost in-

valved in manufacture and the difficulty in maintaining the required tol

erances. Further work would be required to establish the range of gaps 

that might be possible for a 9'iven homogeneity requirement aud the aSBoci

ated reduction in the volume of material fOr an optimised shim design. 

~le effect on the homoqeneity in the y direction has not yet been investi 

gated~ but it follows from eqn.(9) that it will be siMultaneously improved 

in this plane. 

Tbe resulLG described here provide adequa~ guide lines for the opti 

ndsed de$ign of any pract,ica1 three dimensional periodic magnet based on 

plans arrays of lU!:C material. FUrther work is however planned on the 

specialised topic of end effects. My final design also necessitates a 

full aosessment of the required manufacturin~ and assembly tolerances. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS Fig.24 Field homogeneity in the x-direction .for various gaps, with a 
constant shim height 

Fig.l The geometry of an undulator magnet with four blocks per period, 
only one period is shown. 

Fig.25 Field amplitude as a function of period for various widths 

Field amplitude as a function ofl 
Fig.26 Field distribution along the z-axis for various periods. 

Fig.2 Width 
Fig.3 Period } various widths
Fig.4 Gap 
Fig.5 Block height 

Ratio of field amplitude to the 2D result as a function of width I 

Fig.6 Var ious per iods 
Fig.7 Various gaps 
Fig.B Various heights 

Field homogeneity in the ~directionl 

Fig.9 Various widths 
Fig.10 Various periods 
Fig.l1 Various gaps 
Fig.12 Various heights 

Field homogeneity in the y-directionl 

Fig.13 Various widths 
Fig.14 Various periods 
Fig.15 Various gaps 
Fig.16 Various heights 

Fig.17 	Field homogeneity in the x-direction compared with a quadratic 
function 

Fig.1B 	Field homogeneity in the y-direction compared with a quadratic 
function 

Field homogeneity coefficients as a function ofl 

Fig.19 Width 
Fig.20 Period 

for w - 20 mm and 100 mm
Fig.21 Gap 
rig.22 Height I 
Fig.23 Field homogeneity in the ~direction for various shim heights 
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